Welcome to the Newest Alumni Association Board Members

Congratulations and welcome to our six new Alumni Association board members and new alumni board president, Kathleen O’Connell Hodge ’71, M.S. ’75.

Jason Dietrich ’99 Named New Titan Baseball Head Coach

Dietrich was the Titans’ successful pitching coach from 2013-16 before stints at Oregon and East Carolina. A 1999 CSUF graduate, Dietrich will replace Rick Vanderhook, who announced his retirement following the end of this past season.

Philanthropist MacKenzie Scott and Husband Dan Jewett Give $40 Million Gift to Cal State Fullerton

An unrestricted gift of $40 million dollars to California State
University, Fullerton was announced on June 15. This funding from philanthropist and author MacKenzie Scott and her husband Dan Jewett is the largest gift in the university’s history.

Titan Promenade Tribute Program

Cal State Fullerton proudly invites you to engrave your name in Titan history by securing a personalized paver, tree dedication or study nook naming on the Titan Promenade. To be a part of history, place your order today!

Titans of Tassel

Our new graduates lived through a historic pandemic making them among the most resilient Titans in our history. Visit Titans of Tassel to view a collection of curated student stories that will inspire you and make you even prouder to be a Titan today!

Titans of Transformation: Big Ideas

The College of Engineering & Computer Science recently embarked on this bold and disruptive initiative, which features Big Ideas – built from the ground up – that inspire collaborations, investments, and positive impacts in our
community. These projects seek to address fundamental societal challenges through transformative collaboration and innovation.

---

**Ready for in-person events??**

As we emerge from a year of lockdowns, we want to hear from you. What are your comfort levels when thinking of in-person events? The State of California and CDC guidance states vaccinated people do not need to wear masks, except in select settings. Unvaccinated people are required to wear masks in indoor public settings and businesses. We want to hear from you, are you ready for in-person events?

---

**Lifelong Learning**

Are you looking to advance in your career? Considering a career change? Take a look at the wide array of certificate programs offered by Extension & International Programs (EIP). Human Resources, Advanced Manufacturing Engineering, Data Science, and Fiduciary certificates are just a few that are offered to give you that competitive edge in the marketplace. Check out the EIP site today and give your career a boost!
Titans, don't have a AAA roadside assistance membership yet? Purchase a new AAA membership for just $52 (a $20 savings) when you join now. Sign up today and start enjoying all AAA member benefits.

Dianne Mason ’18, ’21 (B.S. human services, M.S. counseling) In addition to graduating with honors, Mason was awarded the Department of Counseling’s Outstanding Scientist-Practitioner Award for her research project, “Rethinking Apostasy: Exploring Therapists’ Work with Religious Disaffiliation,” and practicum work as a counseling trainee.

Justin Diamond and Serop Kelkelian

Mechanical engineering majors Justin Diamond and Serop Kelkelian have two more years before they graduate. But the undergraduates already have jobs lined up with the U.S. Department of Defense. Both Diamond and Kelkelian have been awarded the Department of Defense Science, Mathematics and Research for Transformation (SMART) Scholarship.
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Begovich Gallery: CSUF MFA at MUZEO

CSUF Begovich Gallery in partnership with MUZEO Museum and Cultural Center is pleased to announce CSUF MFA at MUZEO, a group exhibition showcasing works of nine graduating students completing their Master's degree in the Visual Arts at Cal State Fullerton.

Learn more